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Chords in the I-IV-V-I Progression 

I-IV-V-I in the Major Keys 

Keys I IV V I  Keys I IV V I 
C major C F G C  Gb major Gb Cb Db Gb 
G major G C D G  Db major Db Gb Ab Db 
D major D G A D  Ab major Ab Db Eb Ab 
A major A D E A  Eb major Eb Ab Bb Eb 
E major E A B E  Bb major Bb Eb F Bb 
B major B E F# B  F major F Bb C F 
F# major F# B C# F#       

i iv V i in Minor Keys 

Keys I IV V I  Keys I IV V I 
A minor Am Dm E Am  Eb minor Ebm Abm Bb Ebm 
E minor Em Am B Em  Bb minor Bbm Ebm F Bbm 
B minor Bm Em F# Bm  F minor Fm Bbm C Fm 
F# minor F#m Bm C# F#m  C minor Cm Fm G Cm 
C# minor C#m F#m G# C#m  G minor Gm Cm D Gm 
G# minor G#m C#m D# G#m  D minor Dm Gm A Dm 
D# minor D#m G#m A# D#m       
Note that the V chord is often replaced with V7 in both the major and minor key progressions. 
 
But what if that’s just the first part of your verse melody? You’re probably worrying that two more 
phrases like this might be too repetitive. One obvious solution is to create a second melody that might 
function as a pre-chorus. But here’s another possibility: Take the entire thing and shift it up into a new key. 
Here’s an example where I’ve taken that melody, and moved it up into Eb major, resulting in I-IV-V-I a 
minor 3rd higher: 
 
Here are the remaining I IV V7 I chord progressions for the Keys of D A and E. This completes 
the first five Keys (in order of sharps). 

  

 

 

 
Now that you are equiped with this information, you have the tools to start playing a wide variety 
of songs! 
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Music Theory: Chord Progressions 

In it's most simple definition, a Chord Progression is ANY chord that moves to ANY other 
chord. But, when we talk about chord progressions, we are usually speaking about those 
progressions which have been used time and time again to the point we recognize them to be 
"standard" progressions. 

Standard progressions are used the vast majority of the time in tonal music and use the 
diatonic chords that are constructed from scale degrees which appear in the Major and 
Minor keys. These progressions can also establish "temporary keys" as the music temporarily 
moves in and out of other keys (see tonality for further information) and return to the main key. 

Major Diatonic Chords: The 4 part chords that appear naturally in the major key (shown in C 
Major). 

 

Minor Diatonic Chords: The 4 part chords that appear in the minor key (shown in A Minor). 
Note: G# appears throughout and is from the Harmonic Minor scale used to create the V7 chord in Major (see E7 below) 

 

Major Chord Progression: Shown using 4 part chords, but can be, and most often are, used with 
the basic triads without the Major 7th scale degrees. The first set of chords show a typical 
"IV-V-I" progression. This progression is the most used progression in music and therefore 
best established the tonal center of the music. The second set of chords show this same 
progression, but with a jazzier flavor. In jazz music, typically the progression will move in a "II-
V-I" pattern as opposed to "IV-V-I". If we look closer, we same at the base of both of these 
progressions we still have the same chord tones. The "IImin7" chord is identical to the "IV" 
chord with the 3rd added to the bottom of the chord. The top notes of the "II" chord are the 
same as the "IV" chord. Using the "II-V-I" progression makes use of the strong root movement 
of the 5th (see circle of 5ths). 

 

Minor Chord Progression: Shown using 4 part chords as well, but this time in the Minor key of "C 
Minor". Again note the use of G# from the Harmonic Minor scale to create the Major V7 
chords. The functionality is similar to the Major Progression shown above and establish the tonal 
center for the progression same as it does in Major. Again we show this as "IV-V-I" as well as 
the "II-V-I" progression used most often in Jazz. 
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"I-VI-IV-V" Progression: Shown using 4 part chords again. Sometimes referred to as "Ice 
Cream Changes". A very popular chord progression used in many 1950s and 1960s ballads. 

 

"I-IV-II7-V" Progression: This progression appears frequently in styles such as country. 
Notice the "II" chord has been altered by using a Major 3rd. This technically would be the use 
of a "temporary key" of "G", making the "D7" or "II7" temporarily act as a "V7" chord 
temporarily in the key of "G". Once we land on the G7 though, we are once again back to the 
original key of "C" as "G7" functions as the "V7" of "C". 

 

Use of Temporary Key Progression: As stated earlier, in jazz and other types of sophisticated 
styles of music, the use of temporary key centers or tonics are used throughout a song. This 
means temporarily the key shifts to another key and the progressions temporarily function as 
progressions in that other key. Using the basis of the "II-V-I" progression which most defines a 
key to ear, we can see in the example below how music can use these temporary keys and arrive 
back at the tonal center, or tonic, of the song. 

 

reference : http://www.learnmusicfree.com/ 


